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World Equestrian Brands Tri-Zone All Sports Boots  

Earn Perfect 10 from “Horse & Hound” 
  
Buena Vista, VA (July 9, 2015) – The Equilibrium Tri-Zone All Sports Boots 
distributed by World Equestrian Brands scored ten out of ten in a recent review 
by the iconic UK magazine, “Horse & Hound.” Lauded for outstanding fit, 
performance and style, the reviewer, Alice Collins, said, “These are brilliant 
boots that continue to perform and look good, even when given a real-life 
pounding.” Collins admitted that the boots earned the first perfect score that 
she’s ever awarded a product. “These boots do exactly what they say on the tin, 
I cannot fault these boots— they are ideal for all uses.” 
 
World Equestrian Brands, a leading distributer of high quality tack and other 
equestrian products, is proud to distribute the praised Equilibrium protective 
gear. The company touts the boots as robust, versatile, and perfect for a range 
of activities from hacking and schooling, to jumping or galloping.  
 
After using the boots for three months in a variety of conditions from a damp, 
sandy arena to hacking in the greatly varied weather only Great Britain can 
provide, Collins found the Tri-Zone All Sports Boots light yet tough while 
providing outstanding protection, without overheating the legs. Collins especially 
noted the robust leg straps and the boots’ ability to dry quickly while maintaining 
their shape and functionality.  
 
“My favourite thing about them is that when the little holes fill with mud or arena 
surface, you simply take the boots off, knock them together and all the 
surface/mud just falls out,” she continued. “For really wet mud I just let them dry, 
then knocked the mud out of the holes.” 
 
British Olympian and eventing legend William Fox-Pitt is also an avid fan. “Leg 
protection is one of the most important things,” he said. “It’s vital for riders and 
others to know that what they’re using on their horses has been scientifically 
proven. We believe in having the proper boots on every day of the week.” 
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Fox-Pitt is impressed with Equilibrium’s commitment to the development of 
products incorporating advanced technology, and takes comfort in knowing that 
the boots are up to Equilibrium’s high standards.  
 
“They’re very, very easy to just wash down,” he said of the boots, adding they 
dry in a matter of minutes so they may be used on multiple horses throughout 
the day.  
 
World Equestrian Brands believes in bringing the best tack and equipment to 
America. Robin Moore, CEO of World Equestrian Brands, distributes the praise-
winning boots in the United States. Based in Buena Vista, Virginia, World 
Equestrian Brands offers not only the best in leg protection, but also top-quality 
dressage, jumping, and cross country saddles, strap goods, and therapy 
products. Every product is made by the well-loved brands Equilibrium, E.A. 
Mattes, Amerigo, and Vespucci. For more information about World Equestrian 
Brands and the tack and equipment it offers, visit 
www.worldequestrianbrands.com or call 1-888-637-8463. 
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Photo: Horse & Hound magazine rates Equilibrium Tri-Zone All Sports Boots, 
distributed by World Equestrian Brands, with a perfect ten out of ten (Photo 
courtesy of JRPR) 
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